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Tips and Tricks
SLOW DOWN! You want to make sure all of your edges line up and that your folds

are creased well, and that takes some time and focus.

KEEP THE SAME ORIENTATION! The tutorials are very specific, so it is extremely

helpful to keep your paper in the same position that the tutorial is showing and follow

along from there.

CONSULT YOUR GUIDE! Is a particular fold not making sense? Flip back to the "Basic

Folds" pages and check to make sure you're doing it right. If you still have issues,

check out some of the resources below to find some YouTube videos and other step-by-

step instructions online.

VIDEOS ARE YOUR FRIEND! It can help to see the way the paper is supposed to move

and fold, rather than relying on the 2D diagrams. There are so many resources out

there to help out!

DON'T GET FRUSTRATED! It's just paper. You can always try again. If you need more

materials, a square of any size from most types of paper will serve you just fine!
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Extra Resources!
Find these tutorials and many more at https://origami.me/diagrams/.

Learn by watching! A list of videos can be found at https://origami.me/video-

tutorials/

Check out these titles in our collection:

-LaFosse & Alexander's essential book of origami : the complete guide for

everyone by Michael LaFosse (Adult Nonfiction, 736.982 LAF)

-Origami, plain and simple by Robert Neale (Adult Nonfiction 736.982 NEA)

-Origami : 30 fold-by-fold projects by Paulo Mulatinho (Adult Nonfiction

736.982 MUL)

-Origami palooza : dragons, turtles, birds, and more! by Christopher Harbo

(Juvenile Nonfiction J 736.982 HAR)

-Origami paper animals by Didier Boursin (Juvenile Nonfiction J 736.982 BOU)

 



Basic Folds
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MOUNTAIN FOLD

VALLEY FOLD
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INSIDE REVERSE FOLD
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INSIDE REVERSE FOLD (continued)
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OUTSIDE REVERSE FOLD 
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OUTSIDE REVERSE FOLD (continued)
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SQUARE BASE
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PETAL FOLD
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PETAL FOLD (continued)
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PETAL FOLD VARIATION
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SQUASH FOLD



Fox (easy)
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Pigeon (easy)
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Crane (medium)
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Iris (hard...ish)
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